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Abstract 
The geometrical concept is not exclusively developed and introduced by the westerners alone. In Asia, the geometrical concept 
can be traced as early as the existence of the Hinduism and Buddhism in India, much earlier than the Greek, then spread out to 
Southeast Asian countries before the beginning of Christianity. In this paper we shall discuss the influence of Buddhism 
geometry to the Malay world in Southeast Asia region during 4th -6th centuries in the era of Funan kingdom. The evidence of the 
existing Funan manuscripts are parallel to this analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
  
The manuscripts of Funan used in this study are basically the manuscripts neither produce in Funan nor written, not 
even been translated by the Funanese scholars but are mostly written by the famous Indian Buddhist scholars such as 
Vasubandhu, Asanga adn Dignaga. If that was the case, how are we going to justify those manuscripts were belongs 
to Funan then? It is quite simple. There is a fact that once, there was an emperor of China which requested king of 
Funan to send his brightest scholar to China in order to translate the Buddhist scroll and disseminate Buddhist faith.  
Paramartha, an Indian born scholar, in-service of Funan raja was chosen and he collected 240 manuscripts from 
Funan library and brought them over to China in year 546 CE, where he translated nearly 70 of the texts there 
assisted by the Chinese monks and scholars. From 240 manuscripts been reported, 34 of them can be accessed and 
few of the texts had been translated to English.  
 
The objective of this study is to explore the mathematical concept written in the manuscripts. However, we must 
admit that it is hard to find any mathematical symbols or phrases in those manuscripts similar to what we see in 
today’s mathematical books, if we are going to talk about mathematics in 4th -6th century’s especially in Southeast 
Asia region. We must realize that these manuscripts are all Buddhist thought by which some of the texts tell us 
about the Buddha’s life, commentaries on Buddha’s teachings, cosmology, and most of them emphasize on the 
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epistemology and logic matters. Having difficulties in comprehending the text (even for the English version), the 
mathematical concept need to be interpret from hundreds of philosophical verse in the manuscripts. In this paper, we 
shall highlight one topic in mathematic that is the geometry. We briefly quote the idea that can be found in the 
manuscripts where applicable and for this purpose we must take a look at the Buddhist cosmology where the 
geometry concepts are thoroughly been explained.  
 
2. Buddhist Cosmology 
 
Buddhist cosmology appears in several texts in Theravada, Hinayana and Mahayana tradition preserved in 
Abhidharma or Abhidamma pitaka. Three schools of Buddhism are, (1) Ceylonese school, a direct descendant of 
Sthaviravadins or Theravada school; (2) Sarvastivadin school, a learned and philosophical school of Hinayana; (3) 
Yogacarins school, being a Mahayana rather than Hinayana, had paid great attentions to cosmological matters and 
made sufficient original contributions to the subjects. The idea of Sthaviravadins’s cosmology was brought from 
Ceylon after the conversion to Buddhism of that island by Mahendra in the 3rd century BCE. Seven original works 
of Pali Abhidharma Pitaka had been composed in early stage. Later the cosmological system in this school was 
completed by Buddhaghosa in 400 CE with his four commentaries of the original works. The Sarvastivadin school 
also introduce seven works in Prakrit during the Vibhasa period. Hundreds years later, Vasubhandu and his great 
opponent Sanghabadra wrote another three most important works in this school namely Abhidharmakosa, 
Nyayanusara, and Abhidharmaprakarana. After them the influence of Sarvastivadin declined, perhaps due to the 
conversion of Vasubhandu to the Mahayana. The Yogacarins, on the other hand regress to the cosmological position 
of all the Hinayana sects, and hence, it is the only Mahayana school to possess a definite cosmological system. The 
scriptural authorities for this school consist of six Sutras and eleven Sastras.  
 
Buddhist cosmology can be divided into three different points of view; cosmic synthesis, cosmic analysis and 
cosmic dynamics. Cosmic synthesis is what today we called it as geography and astronomy. It covers the nature, 
size and shape of the unanalyzed phenomenal universe. Cosmic analysis is where the Buddhist tries to scientifically 
separate the elements described in cosmic synthesis into smaller unit. Universe to them can be decomposed and put 
in two different ways, one is subjective and the other one is objective. Cosmic dynamics on the other hand 
emphasize on the principle of causality in order to disseminate clearly the theory that things have their origin in 
cause and effect.     
 
3. Geometrical Concept in Abhidharmakosabhasyam (ADKB) of Vasubandhu in Funan Manuscripts  
 
Back in those days, only Hinayana and Mahayana traditions were practised in Funan and various texts from both 
camps can be found there. Paramartha has brought those texts to China and translated more than three Abhidharma 
Pitaka. For this study, we shall look only into Vasubandhu’s Abhdidharmakosabhasyam from Sarvastivadin school, 
as that is the only English source that we have right now. We shall see the three divisions of Buddhist cosmology is 
well blend in this treatise. However we will refer to other texts necessarily as well.  
 
The elements of geometry in Buddhist cosmology are clearly been defined in ADKB. In this treatise Vasubandu 
explaining on the diverse topics of mind that are produced in Kamadhatu (the realms of desire), Rupadhatu (form 
matter) and Arupyadhatu (formless matter), which visualize the fundamental concept of geometry. Geometry as 
what we know is the science of space. Space description is being given by the local community from their 
understanding on the geometry subject based on their observation towards the nature. Mankind since the beginning 
is so paying attention to the space and the geometry concept which are mirrored in space. But still no man can 
answer what is space, where it begins, and where it ends. What we found today in any sense of the space meaning is 
the human interpretation in accordance with their limited senses. Buddhism rationally admits the existence of space 
in their tradition. The genuine proof is the adaptation of mandala or sacred sphere in Tibetan Buddhism. What is 
space then, from Buddhist point of view? A great scholar of Yogacarin school who is also the brother of 
Vasubandhu, Asanga in his Abhidharmasamuccaya (Mahayanist text of Abhidharma) states,  
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“...Space is the absence of matter (rupa), because the latter permits the manifestation of all 
kinds of activities...”  
 
Hundreds years before that, a great Buddhist scholar, Nagarjuna explains his concept of Sunyata which turned out to 
be the fundamental of Madyamika school in Buddhism, in his text of Mulamadhyamakakarika:  
 
“... space is not a thing; it is not a non-thing; it is not something characterized; it is not a 
characteristic”.  
 
In ADKB, the word space or ākāśaૹ was mentioned in the beginning of chapter 1 as pure dharmas and is one part 
of the ‘unconditioned things’ (asaૹsk଑tam). Pure in this context means it is neither hinders to nor hindered by 
matters. It indicates that nature of space is unobstructive which enabling movement of form. Paramartha in his 
Chinese translation have used more than one words to express the term ‘space’; 壪䴉 (xū kōng), 䴉 (kōng), and ୰✵ 
(zhōng kōng) which mostly give the meanings of void, empty, hollow, sky, and air, but it is subject to the words 
used  in the Sanskrit text.  
    
Sanskrit  Chinese 
   ākāśaૹ   壪䴉 (xū kōng) 
   ākāśādi   䴉 (kōng) 
   tatrâkāśam  ୰✵ (zhōng kōng) 
 
For the meaning of the word ‘pure’, Paramartha use the word 䎰㿐㽤 (wú liú fă) as the literal translation of the 
original word anāsravā written in the Sanskrit text. Anāsravā is the opposite of āsravā which brings the meaning of 
pain causing impurity or defilement. The full description is written by Vasubandhu in his treatise:   
 
“... anāsravā૛ katame? Anāsravā mārgasatyaૹ trividhaૹ câpy asaૹsk଑tam. Katamat 
trividham asaૹsk଑tam? Ākāśaૹ dvau nirodhau ca. Katamau dvau? Pratisaૻkhyānirodha૛, 
apratisaૻkhyānirodhaś cêti. Etad ākāśādi trividham asaૹsk଑taૹ mārgasatyaૹ cânāsravā 
dharmā૛. Kiૹ kāra૽am? Na hi teଙv āsravā anuśerata iti. Yad etat trividham asaૹsk଑tam 
uddiଙଣam. Tatrâkāśam anāv଑tti૛. Anāvara૽asvabhāvam ākāśam, yatra rūpasya gati૛ ...” 
 
The English translation by Leo M. Pruden written: 
 
“...What are the pure dharmas? The undefiled truth of the Path and the three unconditioned 
things are pure. What are the three unconditioned things? Space and the two types of 
extinctions. The two extinctions are pratisamkhyanirodha, and apratisamkhydnirodha. The 
three unconditioned things and the truth of the Path are pure dharmas because the defilements 
do not adhere to them. That which is this threefold unconditioned has been described thus: 1 
Space is "that which does not hinder. Space has for its nature not hindering matter which, in 
fact, takes place freely in space; and also of not being hindered by matter, for space is not 
displaced by matter...”  
 
In other Buddhist text especially the Mahayanist, the pure space concept had been mentioned as simile in 
Mahayanasamgraha (The Summary of Great Vehicle) of Asanga as well, when he describes the characteristics of the 
non-imaginative wisdom: 
 
“ ... This non-imaginative wisdom is like space, undefiled by sundry and grievous evil 
acts, simply because of its commitment. Pure like space, this non-imaginative wisdom is 
liberated from all obstacles, because it has reached perfection...”  
 
and 
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“… Non-imaginative wisdom is like space, without defilement, obstruction, differentiation, 
or limit. Subsequently attained wisdom is like the appearance of forms in that space…” 
 
In chapter 3: The World where the geographical geometry of the matters of dhatus are very much hightlighted, 
Vasubandhu wrote that there exist three realms or dhatus known as (1) Kamadhatu which consist of naraka (hell), 
the Preta (hungry ghost), tiryagyoni (animals), manusya (humans) and six gods; (2) Rupadhatu, a constitution of 
seventeen places above Kamadhatu which made up of dhyana in four stages. Each of the dhyana contains three 
spheres with the exception of the fourth. The fourth stages are made up of eight spheres; (3) Arupyadhatu is being 
mentioned as not a place, fourfold through its mode of existence. The three dhatus mentioned above are infinite 
according to Vasubandhu and again he expressed it idiomatically to the space. This is another characteristic of space 
thought by the Buddhist over than one thousand five hundred years ago: 
 
“… The triple Dhatus are infinite, like space; although there has not been any production 
of new beings, and although innumerable Buddhas convert innumerable beings and cause 
them to obtain Nirvana, the beings of innumerable Dhatus are never exhausted…” 
 
The infinite space (akasanantyayatana) in Buddhism is only been mentioned in AKDB. It is one of the fourfold that 
make Arupyadhatu. Vasubandhu wrote: 
 
“... Arupyadhatu is not a place. It is fourfold through its mode of existence...”  
 
He continued with a commentary: 
 
“...Akasanantyayatana, Vijnanantyayatana, Akimcanyayatana, and 
Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana (or Bhavagra) constitute Arupyadhatu which is thus of four 
types. “Existence” means the appearance of the skandhas in a new existence by reason of 
action: it is not through one and the same action that one obtains these different ayatanas that 
are superior to one another. But this superiority does not imply difference of stage. Where a 
person exists who possesses an absorption [which produces an existence in Arupyadhatu], 
here the existence in question begins; here too, at the end of this existence, the intermediates 
being who is called to take up a new existence will be formed [in Kamadhatu or 
Rupadhatu]…” 
 
He then continued with his descriptive explanation about the arrangement of the dhatus that correspond to space 
subject:  
“… How are the three Dhatus arranged? Horizontally, as the Sutra proves, "as when the 
cloud Isadhara 
rains, there is no interval or discontinuity of the drops of water that fall from space, so too 
towards the East there is no interval or discontinuity of universes (lokadhatus) in a state of 
creation and of dissolution; as towards the East, the same towards the South, the West and the 
North." The Sutra does not add "toward the zenith and the nadir." According to another 
opinion, the universe superimposes itself toward the zenith and the nadir, for, according to 
other Sutras, the universes are arranged towards the ten cardinal points. There is then a 
Kamadhatu above Akanistha and an Akanistha below Kamadhatu…” 
 
Later in this treatise Vasubandhu described the physical world as accepted by Buddhist. Bhajanaloka (the physical 
world) is being described in ADKB as:  
 
“… at the bottom, there is a circle of wind, immeasurable, with a height of sixteen 
hundred thousand leagues. The circle of water, eleven hundreds twenty thousand high. Then, 
the circle of waters is no more than eight hundred thousand leagues in height; the rest 
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becomes gold. The circle of water and gold have a diameter of twelve hundred three 
thousand four hundred and fifty leagues; triple for its perimeter. There are Meru, 
Yugandhara, Isadhara, Khadiraka, Mount Sudarsana, Asvakarna, Vinataka, and Mount 
Nimidhara; beyond are the continents; on the edge is Cakravada. Seven mountains are made 
of gold; the last is made of iron; and Meru is made of four jewels. Meru is immersed in the 
water to a depth of twenty-four thousand leagues and rises above the water some eighty 
thousand leagues. The immersion of the eight other mountains diminishes each by half. The 
mountains have equal width and height.” 
 
Vasubandhu continues describing the four continents; Jambhudvipa, Eastern Videha or Purvavideha, Godaniya and 
Uttarakuru. Jambhudvipa, in this treatise claimed to be our continent, receives its name either from Jambu tree or 
Jambu fruit (there is a Jambu tree located near Lake Anavatapta lies to the north of Jambhudvipa), has three sides of 
two thousand yojanas (the most plausible opinion, 1 yojana = 8 miles) in length and one side of three yojanas and a 
half. Thus it has the shape of a carriage. Eastern Videha has the shape of a half-moon; three sides of two thousand 
yojanas and one side of three hundred and fifty yojanas. Godaniya which face the western side of Meru is round like 
the moon, seven thousand five hundred yojanas in perimeter with a radius of one thousand two hundred and fifty. A 
square shape of Uttakuru has two thousand yojanas in length of each side form a circumference of eight thousand 
yojanas. And there is another 8 intermediate continents which are inhabited by human. Not mention in the text about 
the dimensions or shapes of those intermediate continents. Twenty thousand yojanas beneath the continent of 
Jambhudvipa lies the great naraka of Avici. Above Avici there are seven others narakas. These 8 narakas has a 
width and height of twenty thousand yojanas each and arranged one above the other. In addition to that, the 
Buddhist believes that there is another 8 cold hell lies beneath Jambhudvipa on a level with Avici. Here we can see 
how the Buddhist rationalize the shape of the continent of Jambhudvipa is like a pile of grain (or like jambu fruit), 
wider at their bases in order to reason out why the narakas which are wider than Jambhudvipa can lies beneath it.  
   
4. Conclusion 
 
The geometrical concepts can be found in the manuscripts of Funan. This amazing finding reflects to the fact that 
the Funan society had the knowledge of mathematics as early as 6th centuries. Few fundamental concepts of space 
such as pure and infinite are fixed in their thought back on those days. These concepts are just theories. However, 
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